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Analog quantum simulators (AQS) will likely be the ﬁrst nontrivial application of
quantum technology for predictive simulation. However, there remain questions
regarding the degree of conﬁdence that can be placed in the results of AQS since
they do not naturally incorporate error correction. Speciﬁcally, how do we know
whether an analog simulation of a quantum model will produce predictions that
agree with the ideal model in the presence of inevitable imperfections? At the same
time there is a widely held expectation that certain quantum simulation questions
will be robust to errors and perturbations in the underlying hardware. Resolving these
two points of view is a critical step in making the most of this promising technology.
In this work we formalize the notion of AQS reliability by determining sensitivity of
AQS outputs to underlying parameters, and formulate conditions for robust
simulation. Our approach naturally reveals the importance of model symmetries in
dictating the robust properties. To demonstrate the approach, we characterize the
robust features of a variety of quantummany-body models.
Quantum simulation is an idea that has been at the center of quantum information science
since its inception, beginning with Feynman’s vision of simulating physics using quantum
computers []. A quantum simulator is a tunable, engineered device that maintains quan-
tum coherence among its degrees of freedom over long enough timescales to extract in-
formation that is not eﬃciently computable using classical computers. The modern view
of quantum simulation diﬀerentiates between digital and analog quantum simulations.
Speciﬁcally, the former performs simulation of a quantummodel by using discretized evo-
lutions (i.e., gates) [–] whereas the latter uses a physical mimic of the model to infer its
properties []. A crucial issue is that while quantum error correction can be naturally in-
corporated into digital quantum simulation, this does not seem to be possible for AQS,
which are essentially special-purpose hardware platforms built to model systems of in-
terest. However, digital quantum simulators are extremely challenging to build, whereas
AQS are more feasible in the near future, with several experimental candidates already
under study [–]. Thus a critical question for the quantum simulation ﬁeld is: as AQS
become more sophisticated and begin to model systems that are not classically simulable,
can one verify or certify the accuracy of results from systems that are inevitably aﬀected
by noises and experimental imperfections []?
In response to this challenge, we develop a technique for analyzing the robustness of an
AQS to experimental imperfections.We specialize toAQS that prepare ground or thermal
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states of quantum many-body models since these are the most common types of AQS
currently under experimental development.
1 Deﬁnitions
Deﬁne a quantum simulationmodel, notated (H ,O), as consisting of a HamiltonianH and
an observable of interestO (bothHermitian operators).Wewrite a general Hamiltonian in
parameterized form asH(λ) =
∑K
k= λkHk , where λ = (λ, . . . ,λK )T denotes the vector of pa-
rameters ( =  throughout this paper).Hk are the terms in the Hamiltonian that are indi-
vidually tunable through the parametersλk . In addition,we decompose the observable into
orthogonal projectors representing individual measurement outcomes O =
∑M
m= θmPm
with PmPn = Pmδmn.a
The goal of an AQS is to produce the probability distribution of a measurement of
O under a thermal state or ground state of a system governed by H(λ), where λ de-
notes the ideal, nominal values of the system parameters. That is, to produce the dis-
tribution pm(λ) = tr(Pm(λ)), m = , . . . ,M, where (λ) = e–βH(λ
)/tr e–βH(λ), for some
inverse temperature β = /kBT , if the goal is to predict thermal properties of the model;
or (λ) = |ψg(λ)〉〈ψg(λ)| with |ψg(λ)〉 being the ground state of H(λ), if the goal is to
predict ground state properties. However, due to inevitable environmental interactions,
miscalibration, or control errors, the parameters λk can deviate from their nominal values,
which can potentially corrupt AQS predictions. We quantify the reliability of an AQS by
the robustness of this probability distribution with respect to the deviations of λ from its
ideal value λ.
In general, there is no reason to expect that the prepared state (λ) will be robust to
perturbations of λ. In fact, we know that for Hamiltonians that possess a quantum critical
point, thermal and ground states can be extremely sensitive to λ around that point [–].
However, reliable AQS does not require robustness of (λ) around λ, but only robustness
of the probability distribution of observable outcomes, {pm}Mm=. The fact that this is a less
demanding requirement is the fundamental reason to expect that some models may be
reliably simulated using AQS.
2 Quantifying AQS robustness
To quantify the reliability or robustness of an AQS, we begin by utilizing the Kullback-
Leibler (KL) divergence to measure the diﬀerence between the measurement probability
distributions p(λ) and p(λ) []: DKL(p(λ)||p(λ)) = ∑m pm(λ) log pm(λ)pm(λ) . Assuming that
the deviation in parameters from the ideal, λ = λ– λ, is small, we expand the KL diver-





The positive semideﬁnite matrix F is the Fisher information matrix (FIM) for the model,
















In Appendices  and  we describe how to compute the FIM for a quantum simulation
model in closed-form, without using numerical approximations to derivatives. Note that
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even though we adopt the KL divergence to motivate the FIM, C˘encov’s theorem states
that the FIM is the unique Riemannian metric for the space of probability distributions
under some mild conditions [], and is therefore a general measure of the sensitivity of
the parameterized outcome distribution around λ.
We ﬁrst note that if the parameter deviations, λ, are Gaussian distributed with zero
mean then the expected KL-divergence can be approximated to second-order by the trace
of the FIM. This follows from Eq. (), and the fact that M
∑M
i= zTi Azi is an estimate of the
trace of A when the elements of zi are independent, standard normal variables []. How-
ever, we are interested in not only obtaining such an average measure of AQS robustness,
but also in understanding the factors that determine robustness, or lack thereof, of a par-
ticular model. For this purpose we turn to a spectral analysis of the FIM associated with
a quantum simulation model. Consider the set of eigenvalues ζk and eigenvectors vk of F ,





k . Then the simulation error caused by the deviated parameter λ can




 ‖v†kλ‖. This error is inﬂuenced by two
quantities: the magnitude of the eigenvalues, and the overlap of the eigenvectors with the
parameter deviation.We can use this structure to quantify the robustness of AQS outputs
to the system parameter deviations around the ideal λ.
A quantum simulation model is trivially robust to parameter deviations if all ζk ≈ ; i.e.,
F ≈ . In the high temperature limit, β → , we can show that F(λ) →  at the rate of
β generically and so all models become trivially robust, see Appendix . This is expected
since the equilibrium state becomes dominated by thermal ﬂuctuations at high tempera-
tures, and observables become insensitive to underlying Hamiltonian parameters.
A more interesting way a model can be robust is if the FIM possesses only a small num-
ber of dominant eigenvalues that are separated by orders of magnitude from other eigen-
values. In this case, only parameter deviations in the directions given by the eigenvectors
of dominant eigenvalues aﬀect the simulation results. For instance, if ζ is the dominant
eigenvalue, then the composite parameter deviation (CPD) v†λ has the major inﬂuence
on simulation errors. We refer to AQSmodels that have FIMs with a few dominant eigen-
values separated by orders of magnitude from the rest as sloppy models. This terminology
is adopted from statistical physics, where it has been recently established that a wide va-
riety of physical models possess properties that are extremely insensitive to a majority of
underlyingmodel parameters, a phenomenon termed parameter space compression (PSC)
[, ].
Model sloppiness is a prerequisite for non-trivial AQS robustness, since without this
property an AQS can only be robust if most or all Hamiltonian parameters can be pre-
cisely controlled, an impractical task as quantum simulation models scale in size. In con-
trast, given a sloppy quantum simulation model, one only has to control and stabilize a
few ( K ) inﬂuential CPDs. However, model sloppiness alone is not suﬃcient for AQS
robustness since the practicality of controlling these inﬂuential CPDs has to be evaluated
within the context of the particular AQS experiment at hand, including its control limi-
tations and error model. In this work we aim for a general analysis and do not focus on
any particular AQS implementation. Instead, we demonstrate that many quantum simu-
lation models exhibit model sloppiness, the prerequisite for robustness, and how this can
help to identify the parameters that must be controlled in order to produce reliable AQS
predictions.
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3 Analyzing the FIM
A low rank FIM immediately indicates a sloppymodel, and since the rank is an analytically
accessible quantity, we can use the FIM rank to study model sloppiness beyond numerical
simulations. In particular, in this section we discuss two useful methods for bounding the
rank of the FIM for a quantum simulation model.
We begin by rewriting the FIM in a compact form. Deﬁne a matrix V ∈ RK×M , whose
km-th entry is ∂pm(λ)
∂λk
, and  = diag{p(λ),p(λ), . . . ,pM(λ)}. Then the FIM can be written
as F = V–V †. Here we assume that all pm(λ) are non-zero. In the case when some pm(λ)
equal , these elements and the corresponding rows in V should be removed.
This factorized form of the FIM immediately provides a useful bound on its rank. Notice
that the row sum of V is zero, therefore the rank of V is at mostM – , which is an upper
bound on the rank of F . In many physical situations, it is common that the number of
distinct measurement outcomes is much less than the number of model parameters, i.e.,
M  K . In this case, the rank bound ofM –  can immediately signal a sloppy model. An
example of this that we shall encounter later is a spin-spin correlation function observable,
whenceM =  and K typically scales with n, the number of spins in the model.
Next we will show that fundamental symmetries of the quantum simulation model can
reduce the rank of the FIM, and further, that symmetries can be used to deduce the struc-
ture of the FIM eigenvectors and characterize the inﬂuential CPDs. To do this, we de-
ﬁne the symmetry group of a quantum simulation model, G, as the largest set of sym-
metries shared by the Hamiltonian and the observable in the model - i.e., the maximal
group of space transformations that leave the Hamiltonian and the observable invariant.
Let {Ug}g∈G be a faithful unitary representation of this symmetry group for the quantum





for all m, under ground or thermal states. Therefore, the spatial
symmetry of the model leads to identical rows in V , and we see an immediate connec-
tion between model symmetry and model sloppiness: a high degree of symmetry yields a
signiﬁcant redundancy in the FIM and only a few non-zero eigenvalues.
This observation suggests a constructive procedure to formulate an upper bound on the
rank of FIM based on model symmetries. Speciﬁcally, compute the orbit of Hk under the
symmetry group for the quantum simulation model; i.e., {UgHkU†g |g ∈ G}, for all  ≤ k ≤
K . The number of orbits will be the maximum number of distinct rows in the matrix V ,
and therefore provides an upper bound to the rank of the FIM.
The repeated rows in V resulting from model symmetries also informs us about the
structure of the eigenvectors of the FIM, and as a result, the structure of the inﬂuential








where s indexes the unique orbits, and μks is a scalar dependent on the orbit, nominal pa-
rameter values and temperature. Although the forms of the CPDs are always determined
by the eigenvectors of F and therefore by the symmetries of the model, i.e., Eq. (), the co-
eﬃcients μks (λ,β) are temperature-dependent and the structure of the CPD can simplify
further if these coeﬃcients become alike or approach zero as temperature changes. We
will encounter instances of this in the next section.
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4 Applications
In this section we use the rank bounds derived above and numerical simulations to under-
stand the sloppiness and robustness of several quantum simulation models. In addition to
the applications presented here, we analyze several other quantum simulation models in
Appendix .
4.1 1D transverse-ﬁeld Ising model








Jiσ ixσ i+x , ()
where σ iα is a Pauli operators acting on spin iwith α = x, y, or z, and is normalized such that
{σα ,σβ} = δαβ I . We are interested in the uniform version of this model with Bi = B and
Ji = J for all i; however, when this model is simulated by an AQS, the actual values of Bi
and Ji may ﬂuctuate around these nominal values. The boundary conditions for thismodel
can be either periodic, i.e., σ n+x ≡ σ x , in which case the Hamiltonian will be denoted as
Hper ; or open, i.e., Jn = , inwhich case theHamiltonianwill be denoted asH
open
 . Although
this model is eﬃciently solvable [–], its role as a paradigmatic quantum many-body
model with a non-trivial phase diagram makes it a useful benchmark for quantum simu-
lation. Moreover, it exhibits many generic phenomena related to robust AQS, as we will
show below.




z and two-point correlation functions Cz(i, j) = σ izσ
j
z . It is feasible to measure these
observables experimentally, and importantly, they probe the magnetic order in the sys-
tem. For example, both of these observables can be used to characterize a quantum phase
transition that occurs in the ground state of the uniform D-TFIM when swept past its
quantum critical point at J/B =  [].
First we consider the quantum model {Hper ,Sz} with ﬁxed J, and sweep the parameter
B to explore the behavior of themodel across its phase diagram. This quantum simulation
model has full translational invariance. The orbit of any σ iz under the (lattice) translation
group contains all σ jz ,  ≤ j ≤ n, and the orbit of any σ ixσ i+x contains all σ jxσ j+x ,  ≤ j ≤ n.










for all m and  ≤ i, j ≤ n; that is, all the rows in V corresponding to B and J are identical,
respectively. Hence, an upper bound on the rank for the FIM of this model is , for all
possible J, B, β , and n. This is a very sloppy model, especially for large n.
To illustrate this general result, in Figure  we show the eigenvalues of the FIM for a
-spin D-TFIM with J = , as B is swept. The rank bound derived above is evident in
this ﬁgure - there are two dominant eigenvalues - and the negligible eigenvalues shown
in Figure  (gray lines) are actually numerical artifacts. In fact, the largest eigenvalue is
also orders of magnitude above the second largest, except in the region of the quantum
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Figure 1 Eigenvalues of the FIM for the quantum
simulation model {Hper1 ,Sz}, evaluated for 10 spins, at
low temperature (β = 10) and intermediate temperature
(β = 1). There are two dominant eigenvalues for all B0 and
these are shown in color, while the others are shown in gray.
Figure 2 The AQSmodel {Hper1 ,Cz(2, 6)} evaluated with 10 spins. (a) Eigenvalues of the FIM at diﬀerent
values of B0. The largest eigenvalue is shown in color for zero temperature (ground state) and intermediate
temperature (β = 1), whereas the insigniﬁcant ones are shown in gray. (b), (c) Composition of the inﬂuential
CPD in terms of the original underlying Hamiltonian parameter variations. The data points (which are entries
of the principal eigenvector) are labeled by the parameter variation that they multiply to form the CPD, see
Eq. (3).
critical point, where the second eigenvalue approaches it (although still many orders of
magnitude smaller).
The eigenvectors associated to the two dominant eigenvalues prescribe the parameter
deviations that themodel ismost sensitive to, and due to the full translational invariance of
themodel we ﬁnd that they exhibit particularly simple structure (regardless of β). Namely,
the two dominant eigenvectors take the form [μ, . . .μ,η, . . . ,η]T and [–η, . . . , –η,μ, . . . ,μ]T,
where μ and η are two scalars depending on the value of B. This implies that across all




i Ji. Hence, this quantum
simulation model will be robust to parameters deviations as long as these two sums are
maintained at zero; i.e., local ﬂuctuations of the microscopic parameters that (spatially)
average to zero are inconsequential.
Next we examine the AQSmodel {Hper ,Cz(i, j)} - i.e., the D-TFIMwith periodic bound-
ary and a correlation function observable. Noticing that the observable has only two out-
comes immediately indicates that the rank of F is at most one, and hence this model is also
very sloppy, especially for large n. To illustrate this in Figure (a) we show eigenvalues of
the FIM for a -spin example, with the observable being the correlation functionCz(, ),
for zero and intermediate temperature. As expected, only one eigenvalue is signiﬁcant and
all the others are zero up to numerical precision across the whole phase diagram (values
of J/B).
The structure of the dominant eigenvector is more complex in this case, since although
the Hamiltonian is translationally invariant, the observable is not. The eigenvector struc-
ture can be extracted from symmetry considerations, but for simplicity we plot its com-
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ponents for the n =  case in Figure (b), (c), for β = ∞, β = , respectively. Focusing




i= ηi(B)Ji, where μi(B) and ηi(B) are dependent on B. Unlike
the previous quantum simulation model {Hper ,Sz}, the form of the linear combination of
underlying model parameters that the AQS is sensitive to not only depends on B, but this
dependence is not the same for all  parameters. Another interesting aspect of Figure (b)
is that away from the quantum critical point, the composite parameter ismostly composed
of model parameter variations near the spins whose correlation is being evaluated. More
speciﬁcally, the AQSmodel is most sensitive to (B +B)+ (B +B +B +B)/
and (J + J + J + J) (i.e., the parameters local to spins involved in the correla-
tion function Cz(, )). However, near the quantum critical point, all underlying parame-
ter changes enter into the deﬁnition of the inﬂuential CPD. This is a novel manifestation
of collective phenomena in quantum many-body systems: whereas local correlations are
typically inﬂuenced by local parameters, near a critical point, local correlations are inﬂu-
enced by all the parameters in the system.
The complexity of the inﬂuential CPD for this model is most evident when the system
is in its ground state,c but these features persist for small ﬁnite temperatures also. How-
ever, as shown in Figure (c), the structure of the CPD simpliﬁes with increased simu-
lation temperature. The sensitivity to all parameter variations in the model around the
region near the quantum critical point disappears at intermediate temperature, as ex-
pected, since thermal ﬂuctuations overwhelm signatures of quantum criticality as the
temperature increases []. Moreover, the inﬂuential CPD becomes composed of only
the parameter changes at the spins involved in the correlation function (B + B and
J +J +J +J) across the whole phase diagram.
We pause to reﬂect on the diﬀerences between the twomodels examined so far.Whereas
{Hper ,Sz} and {Hper ,Cz(i, j)} are both sloppy quantum simulation models, the inﬂuential
CPD for the former is much simpler in form - its form remains invariant across the phase
diagram and with varying temperature. An immediate consequence is that if the goal of a
quantum simulation of the D-TFIM is to characterize the phase diagram and the phase
transition, one should utilize the transverse magnetization as an experimental observable
as opposed to correlation functions since the former is more robust to independent local







z ) in which case the translational invariance, and consequently robust-
ness to independent local parameter ﬂuctuations of the quantum simulation model is re-
stored.
To study a model with a lower degree of symmetry, we now turn to the D-TFIM with
open boundary conditions, with the observable of interest being transversemagnetization
again; i.e., the quantum simulation model {Hopen ,Sz}. This model is no longer translation-
ally invariant, but has reﬂection symmetry about the center spin (for odd n) or center
coupling (for even n). Under this symmetry, each orbit contains at most two elements -
e.g., the orbit of σ jz contains itself and σ n+–jz - and hence an upper bound on the rank of the
(n – )× (n – ) matrix F is n. In this case symmetry considerations do not completely
reveal the sloppiness of themodel, that is, the FIM rank bound is weak, as n is not a lot less
than n– . We explicitly calculate the FIM for this model with n =  at low temperature,
and Figure (a) shows its eigenvalues as a function of B. As expected from the symmetry
rank bound, the model has at most n =  eigenvalues that are nonzero (within numerical
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Figure 3 The quantum simulation model {Hopen1 ,
Sz} evaluated for n = 10 spins. (a) Eigenvalues of
the FIM at low temperature β = 10. The ten largest
eigenvalues are shown in red, whereas the others
are shown in gray. (b) The elements of the
eigenvector associated to the largest eigenvalue,
which specify the composite inﬂuential parameter
deviation.
precision). Furthermore, the ﬁrst eigenvalue is several orders of magnitude larger than the
others at all phases, although there is a pronounced aggregation of eigenvalues around the
quantum critical point. Hence the model is sloppy although not to the same degree as the






ηi(Ji +J–i) + ηJ,
whereμi and ηi areB-dependent real numbers. Therefore thismodel is robust to parame-
ter ﬂuctuations that are negatively correlated across its center spin (or coupling for even n).
As a result of the complexity of these CPDs and the overall lower degree of sloppiness, we
conclude that an AQS implementation of this model will be less robust to parameter ﬂuc-
tuations than the previous two D-TFIM models considered.
4.2 2D transverse ﬁeld Ising model







Jijσ ixσ jx, ()
with net magnetization Sz as the observable of interest. Here 〈i, j〉 indicates coupling be-
tween neighboring spins on a square lattice. We consider open boundary conditions and
the uniform nominal operating point Bi = B and Jij = J. In this case the model has two
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Figure 4 Orbits under the symmetry group for the model {H2,Sz} on a
3× 3 square lattice. The 2D-TFIM Hamiltonian on this lattice has σz operators
on each site and the links represent the σ ixσ
j
x couplings between sites. Lattice
sites and couplings that lie in the same orbit (under the reﬂections and rotations
that leave the quantum simulation model unchanged) are identically colored.
There are ﬁve distinct orbits in this example.
types of planar symmetries: rotational symmetry about the center of the lattice and mir-
ror reﬂection symmetry about four reﬂection lines. The net magnetization observable is
invariant under the above symmetries. This is not an exactly solvable model as in the D-
FTIM case and is therefore of more fundamental interest for AQS.
Several local terms (σ iz) and coupling terms (σ ixσ
j
x) in the Hamiltonian aremapped to the
same orbit under the action of the symmetry transformations for {H,Sz}. For example,
Figure  shows the lattice sites and couplings that lie in the same orbit for a ×  lattice.
There are a total of ﬁve distinct orbits in this case and thus the rank the  ×  FIM is
upper bounded by ﬁve. Also, according to Eq. () ﬂuctuations of the localmagnetic ﬁelds or
spin-spin couplings that act on identically colored site or edges in Figure  will be grouped
together in the inﬂuential CPD. Explicit computations of eigenvalues and CPDs for this
model are included in Appendix ..
4.3 Fermi-Hubbard model
The Fermi-Hubbard Hamiltonian, a minimal model of interacting electrons in materials,
is of signiﬁcant interest to the AQS community since it is thought that understanding
emergent properties of this model could explain some high-Tc superconducting materials












where c†iσ (ciσ ) creates (annihilates) an electron with spin σ ∈ {↑,↓} on site i, niσ = c†iσ ciσ is
the electron number operator for site i. We consider this Hamiltonian deﬁned over a two-
dimensional lattice, and the 〈i, j〉 indicates that the ﬁrst sum runs over nearest neighbor
sites. Moreover, tij represents the coupling energy between sites that induces hopping of
electrons, and Ui >  represents the repulsive energy between two electrons on the same
site.We are interested in the uniformversion of thisHamiltonianwith nominal parameters
Ui =U, for all i and tij = t, for all i, j. The observable of interest is the double occupancy
fraction, D = n
∑
i ni↑ni↓, where n is the total number of sites, which for example can be
used to probe metal to insulator transitions in this model.
In Figure  we show FIM properties for this AQS on a × lattice with periodic bound-





i ni↓ = ), but the results are qualitatively the same for the slightly doped cases
as well. Figure (a) shows sites and coupling energies that lie within the same orbit under
symmetry transformations for this model, which are lattice translations in the x and y di-
rections. All Hamiltonian terms that act locally are mapped between each other and all
verical and horizontal couplings are mapped between each other, respectively, and thus
there are three distinct orbits for this model implying an upper bound on the rank of the
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Figure 5 FIM properties for the AQSmodel {H3,D} at half-ﬁlling, for a 2× 3 lattice with periodic
boundary conditions and t0 = 1. (a) Orbits under the symmetry operations for this model. The dotted green
lines indicate periodic boundary conditions. Lattice sites and couplings that lie in the same orbit are identically
colored. There are three distinct orbits in this example. (b) Eigenvalues of the FIM for this model at diﬀerent
values of U0, for β = 1, 10, with the three largest eigenvalues colored. (c) Composition of the inﬂuential CPD in
terms of the original underlying Hamiltonian parameter variations, for β = 10. tvert denotes all the vertical
coupling terms (i.e. t12,t34,t56), and thoriz denotes all horizontal coupling terms.
FIMof . Figure (b) shows eigenvalues of themodel with t = , as a function ofU. As ex-
pected, there are always at most three non-zero eigenvalues (to numerical precision) and
the model is extremely sloppy. In contrast to the models examined so far, the low temper-
ature version of this model is sloppier than the intermediate temperature version. Finally,
Figure (c) conﬁrms that the inﬂuential CPDs takes the form expected from the symmetry
analysis, with the model only showing sensitivity to the sum of local ﬂuctuations
∑
i Ui
and sum of vertical coupling terms or horizontal coupling terms.
5 Scaling to large systems
Quantum simulation is most compelling for large-scale quantum models since diﬃculty
of classical simulation typically increases exponentially with the model scale.d Obviously,
evaluation of model robustness through classical computation of the FIM is not possible
for large-scale models. However, we will show how analysis of small-scale systems can
be bootstrapped by various techniques to draw useful conclusions about their large-scale
versions.
First, we note that the bounds on the rank of the FIM thatwe derived earlier can be useful
for models of any scale. For example, the rank bound derived from symmetry consider-
ations allows us to determine the sloppiness of the quantum simulation model {Hper ,Sz}
at any scale (i.e., for any number of spins); and further, symmetry considerations yield the
form of the CPD that themodel is sensitive to.More generally, we observe that the FIM for
any quantum simulation model is greatly simpliﬁed by translational invariance, and this
can be used to determine sloppiness of the model at any scale. Consider a general (ﬁnite-






NHαN , where HαN is
an operator acting on degrees of freedom in the spatial neighborhood N , and of type α.
As an example, consider the following general spin-/ Hamiltonian on a D lattice with











J ijx σ ixσ jx + J ijy σ iyσ jy + J ijz σ izσ jz
)
, ()
where 〈i, j〉 indicates the sum runs over nearest neighbors in all three directions. Here
α ∈ {x, y, z,xx, yy, zz} and the neighborhoods are local sites or edges of the D lattice.
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Figure 6 Inﬂuential CPD for the model {Hper1 ,Cz(2, 10)}
evaluated with n = 70 spins, when the system is in
ground state. This model has 140 microscopic parameters,
only the ones that signiﬁcantly contribute to the inﬂuential
CPD are labeled for clarity.
Translational invariance implies that under the action of the translation symmetry group
for these models, all Hamiltonian terms of a given type α lie in the same orbit. Therefore,
the number of orbits is the same as the number of types of interaction, and assuming that
the observable of interest is also translationally invariant, A is an upper bound on the rank
of the FIM for such models at any scale. Thus such models are guaranteed to be sloppy,
except at very small scales (where the number of parameters is comparable to A). Further-
more, the AQS will be most susceptible to the CPDs
∑
λαN for each α. For example, for
the spin-/ Hamiltonian H above, if the observable is also translationally invariant, e.g.,
Sx, Sy or Sz, then the FIM for this quantum simulation model will have rank at most ,
for any number of spins. Note that this example covers a wide range of models including
tilted and transverse ﬁeld Ising models and a variety of Heisenberg models.
The rank bound obtained by counting the number of observable outcomes is also useful
in determining sloppiness at any scale. For example, the spin-/ correlationCα(i, j) = σ iασ
j
α
has only two possible outcomes ±, thus the FIM rank is always one, regardless of the
Hamiltonian and number of spins. Unfortunately, this bound does not also inform us
about the structure of the CPD that the model is sensitive to.
Second, even in cases where a complete symmetry analysis is not possible, an analysis
of the small-scale model can be informative about the robustness of the corresponding
large-scale model. In particular, since the form of the CPDs is determined by symmetries
of the model, one can extrapolate from the form of the CPDs from small-scale models to
large versions. For example, for the model {Hper ,Cz(i, j)} studied above, we can examine
large-scale behavior by using the well-known exact solution to the D-TFIM [, ] (see
Appendix  for details), and conﬁrm that the form of the inﬂuential CPD remains the same
at large n as for the small-scale version. In Figure  we plot entries of the dominant eigen-
vector for the model {Hper ,Cz(, )} for n =  spins in the ground state. The inﬂuential
CPD is mostly composed of parameters around the spins whose correlation function is
being evaluated, except near the quantum critical point when other parameters also con-
tribute. These trends agree with results for the small-scale version of the model shown in
Figure (b).
Third, we note that in some cases we can approximate a quantum simulation model
with one of higher symmetry in order to gain more information from the FIM. An ex-
ample of such an approximation is the common practice of imposing periodic boundary
conditions on ﬁnite lattices in order to make calculations tractable. This approximation
can also be useful for assessing robustness of large-scale models using our approach. To
illustrate this, we turn to the exact solution of the D-TFIM again, and conﬁrm that the
model {Hopen ,Sz} can be approximated by {Hper ,Sz} as the number of spins increases. Our
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Figure 7 The largest 10 eigenvalues of the FIM for the
quantum simulation model {Hopen1 ,Sz} as a function of
model scale (number of spins, n), at intermediate
temperature β = 1.
numerical investigations show that when n is large, e.g., n > , the largest eigenvalue of
the FIMs for these two models become almost identical, and the forms of the inﬂuential
CPDs for the two models approach each other. Hence for some large-scale models one
can infer sloppiness and robustness from analysis of approximations with higher degree
of symmetry. Of course such approximations are not always possible and one should be
aware of their accuracy across parameter regimes.
Finally, we pose a conjecture regarding the behavior of sloppiness with scale: if a small-
scale AQSmodel with a lattice quantummany-body Hamiltonian is sloppy, then its large-
scale version will also be sloppy. Although we currently lack a proof of this statement,
it is well supported by numerical evidence. For example, consider the model {Hopen ,Sz}
that was shown to be sloppy at small scales earlier. By utilizing the exact solution to the
D-TFIM, we can analytically calculate the FIM for a large number of spins. We choose
B = ., J = , and β = , and in Figure  plot the largest  eigenvalues of the FIM for
this model as a function of the number of spins, n. The model remains sloppy across all
scales that were simulated.
6 Discussion
We have developed and applied a formalism for analyzing the robustness of analog quan-
tum simulators. Many quantum many-body models are potentially robust for AQS, es-
pecially if they possess a high degree of symmetry, which we have shown leads to model
sloppiness, a necessary condition for robustness. In addition, our techniques allow one
to determine which underlying parameter(s) impact simulation results the most, which
could help to focus experimental eﬀort when designing AQS platforms. In a sense, our
work can be thought of providing a formal justiﬁcation of the commonly encountered in-
tuition that bulk properties should be immune to microscopic ﬂuctuations, and elucidating
the connection between this intuition and system symmetries.
For brevity we have only presented results from applying our approach to uniformmod-
els above. However, we have analyzed a large variety of more general models, including
ones with random parameters and long-range couplings, and some of the results from
these studies are presented in Appendix . Application of our approach to these more
complex cases with less symmetry illustrates how any symmetries in the underlying ideal
model can be exploited to understand sloppiness and robustness. While nearly all the
quantum simulation models we studied were sloppy (the exception being models with
complete disorder, i.e., random parameters), in some cases the inﬂuential CPD is com-
plex, and engineering robust AQS for these models could be challenging. This ﬁnding is
mirrored by the ubiquity of sloppiness in the classical models studied by Sethna et al. [,
].
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The intent of this work is to introduce the notion of sloppymodels to AQS, demonstrate
its relation to robust simulation and illustrate that certain quantum simulation models
can be robust to uncertainties in parameters. There are many promising directions to
extend this work. For example, while we have focused on AQS that prepare ground or
thermal states of quantum many-body models, the approach can be extended to analyze
quantum simulations that predict dynamic properties of quantummodels by considering
probability distributions for the dynamical variables of interest. Finally, we have restricted
ourselves in this work to investigating the robustness of analog simulation of Hamiltonian
models with calibration uncertainties because these uncertainties can in fact dominate the
behavior of existing cold-atom analog quantum simulation platforms, e.g., [–], where
decoherence due to environmental coupling is very small. However, for a complete picture
of robustness, it is desirable to extend this analysis to diagnose robustness of quantum
simulation models with decoherence.
Appendix 1: Calculation of FIM for thermal states
We can analytically simplify the partial derivatives required to compute the FIMwhen the













)Z – tr(Pme–βH(λ)) tr ∂e–βH(λ)∂λk
Z . ()
In order to calculate ∂e–βH(λ)
∂λk







Note that we drop the λ-dependencewhen it is clear from the context. Nowwe diagonalize
the Hamiltonian as
H(λ) = TT†,
where T is a unitary matrix of eigenvectors and  = diag{γ,γ, . . .} is a diagonal matrix of








)  (τ )dτe–β/T†,
where denotes the Hadamard product, i.e., element-wise product, andpq(τ ) = e(γq–γp)τ
is the pq-th element of . The τ dependence is entirely in this matrix, and therefore we
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(γq–γp)/ , γp = γq;













Inserting these expressions into Eq. () allows us to evaluate the derivatives required to
calculate the FIM for thermal states in a manner that is numerically stable.
Appendix 2: Calculation of FIM for ground states
The FIM when the system is in its ground state, |ψg〉, can also be obtained in an analytical









where gs ≡ |ψg〉〈ψg|. For a Hamiltonian with a simple (non-degenerate) minimum eigen-
value, the minimum eigenvalue and the associated eigenvector are inﬁnitely diﬀerentiable
in a neighborhood of H , and their diﬀerentials at H(λ) are []



























V , the matrix of partial derivatives can then be written in a compact matrix form as:














)+[H|ψg〉 · · · HK |ψg〉
]
.
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These analytical expressions for the derivatives for thermal and ground states are faster
and more numerically stable to evaluate than approximations using diﬀerence equations.
Appendix 3: FIM andmodel symmetries
In the main text, we stated that if a quantum simulation model has a symmetry transfor-





, for allm. ()
This has consequences for the rank of the FIM for the model.
To prove the above, we startwith the explicit expressions for the partial derivatives under
thermal states, given in Eq. (). The two k dependent quantities in this expression can be
















Then suppose the quantum simulation possesses a symmetry with unitary representation
(we assume the symmetry group is compact) {Ug}g , in which case [Ug ,H(λ)] = [Ug ,O] = 
for all g . Furthermore, given the decomposition of the observable, [Ug ,Pm] = ,∀g,m. Now,
























Therefore, all k-dependent terms in Eq. () are the same if we exchange k with j, and hence
we arrive at Eq. () for thermal states.
To prove the same property when the system is in its ground state, we turn to the ex-
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Since [Ug ,H(λ)] = , and both of these operators are normal, they share an eigenbasis,











Using [Ug ,H(λ)] = , it is easy to verify thatUg(E–H(λ))+U†g is also theMPpseudoinverse








From this equality and Eq. (), Eq. () follows for ground states as well.
Appendix 4: Structure of the eigenvectors of F
As discussed in the main text, spatial symmetries of a quantum simulation model ren-
der some rows of the matrix V equal. Here we show that this induces a certain structure
on the Fisher information matrix (FIM), namely that the corresponding entries of each
eigenvector of F are equal.



















where k is a column vector with dimension nk and all entries being , and vTk are pairwise
distinct row vectors. As a result,





vT–vT · · · vT–vsTs
...
...











vT–v · · · vT–vs
...
...




⎦ , D = diag{n, . . . ,ns}, ()























vT–vpn + · · · + vT–vspsns
...
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Therefore, [pT pT · · · psTs ]T is an eigenvector of F . From Eq. (), we know that the
rank of V is s, and thus the ranks of M and F are both s. Hence, all the eigenvectors of F
can be written in the form [pT pT · · · psTs ]T, that is, they have the same structure of
repeated entries as V in Eq. ().
Appendix 5: Robustness at high temperature
Wewill show that in the limit of high temperature, the FIM approaches  at the rate of β.
For simplicity, we consider an n-qubit system. From Appendix , and therefore we know
















where Z = tr e–βH(λ). In the high temperature limit, β → , we expand to the ﬁrst order






Z = n – β trH , Z– = –n + –nβ trH , Z– = –n + –n+β trH . ()







Z ≈ –β trPmHk
(
–n + –nβ trH
)










Z ≈ –β trPm(I – βH) trHk
(
–n + –n+β trH
)
≈ ––nβ trHk trPm. ()





ukm = –n trHk trPm – –n trPmHk . ()
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Deﬁne a matrix U whose km-th element is ukm. Then F = βU–U†. Hence, as β → ,
the FIM approaches the zero matrix as β and thus the quantum simulation is robust.
Furthermore, U–U† is a constant matrix that is independent of the system parameters,
which indicates that at high temperature the quantum simulation is completely insensitive
to the nominal values of the underlying parameters.
Appendix 6: Computational aspects for the 1D transverse ﬁeld Isingmodel
The D transverse ﬁeld Ising model (D-TFIM) has a well-known mapping to a free-
fermion system [, ], and thus is eﬃciently solvable. We use these eﬃcient solutions
in order to present results for large n versions of this model. In this section we explicitly
demonstrate how the free fermion mapping can be used to calculate the probability dis-
tribution of the observables examined in the main text for this model. In the following
we present calculations for the open boundary condition case for this model, but similar
results hold for the periodic boundary condition also.
6.1 Net magnetization distribution for the 1D-TFIM







Jjσ jxσ j–x . ()






m θmPm, where in the second equality we have
decomposed the observable as a sum of projectors.We wish to compute pm = tr(Pm), and
we use a two-step procedure to calculate this quantity. First, we express each Pm as a linear

























Sn = σ z σ z · · ·σ n–z σ nz .
()
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We now elaborate on the details of these two steps. First, we express Pm in terms of Sj. The





where |κj〉 is a state withm– spins in the ground state |〉 and n–m+ spins in the excited




. For simplicity, we use the case m =  to illustrate the approach.
In this case, we have
P = | · · · 〉〈 · · · | + | · · · 〉〈 · · · | + · · · + | · · · 〉〈 · · · |
= |〉〈| ⊗ |〉〈| ⊗ · · · ⊗ |〉〈| + |〉〈| ⊗ |〉〈| ⊗ |〉〈| ⊗ · · · ⊗ |〉
× 〈| + · · · + |〉〈| ⊗ · · · ⊗ |〉〈| ⊗ |〉〈|. ()
Since |〉〈| = I/ + σz and |〉〈| = I/ – σz , we have
P = (I/ + σz)⊗ (I/ – σz)⊗ · · · ⊗ (I/ – σz)
+ (I/ – σz)⊗ (I/ + σz)⊗ (I/ – σz)⊗ · · · ⊗ (I/ – σz)
+ · · ·
+ (I/ – σz)⊗ · · · ⊗ (I/ – σz)⊗ (I/ + σz). ()
Eq. () can be rewritten as
P =
(
I⊗n/ + σ z
)(
I⊗n/ – σ z




I⊗n/ – σ z
)(
I⊗n/ + σ z
)(
I⊗n/ – σ z





I⊗n/ – σ z
) · · · (I⊗n/ – σ n–z
)(
I⊗n/ + σ nz
)
. ()
To ﬁnd the coeﬃcients ξmj, we replace I⊗n/ by  and σ
j
z by a scalar variable xj in Eq. ()
and obtain the following polynomial:
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sn = xx · · ·xn–xn.
()
The coeﬃcients to represent P in terms of Sj are identical to those that represent p in






















ξmx + ξm. ()
Equating the coeﬃcients in both sides of Eq. (), we can obtain ξmj.






Jj, if k = j + ;
Jk , if j = k + ;






Jj, if k = j + ;
–Jk , if j = k + ;
, otherwise.
()
Let φTk be a normalized row eigenvector of (P–Q)(P+Q), i.e., φTk (P–Q)(P+Q) =kφTk . Let
ψTk = ––k φTk (P–Q). Juxtapose φTk andψTk into twomatrices and . For the calculation
of ground state, we deﬁne
Gg =T; ()
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FromWick’s theorem and Ref. [], we know that 〈Sj〉 is the sum of all the j-by-j principle
minor of G. Moreover, from Ref. [], we have
det(tI –G) = tn – 〈S〉tn– + 〈S〉tn– – · · · ± 〈Sn〉. ()
Hence we can determine 〈Sj〉 by calculating the characteristic polynomial ofG. With these
two steps, we can now obtain pm.
6.2 Correlation function distribution for the 1D-TFIM
When the observable is the correlation function Cz(i, j) = σ izσ
j
z , we know from Eq. (.c)




























where Gg and Gt are deﬁned in Eqs. () and (), respectively.
We then consider to analytically calculate the FIM for ground state. Since σ izσ
j
z has two
eigenvalues ±  , we obtain that for ground state,






















































Thematrix (P–Q)(P+Q) is simple,meaning that it has pairwise distinct eigenvalues. Then
its eigenvalue and the associated eigenvector are inﬁnitely diﬀerentiable in a neighborhood
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where + denotes the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse. From the deﬁnition of P and Q in Eq.
(), it is straightforward to derive dP/dλl and dQ/dλl and thus
d
dλl


















φTk (P –Q) ––k
dφTk
dλl



























Combining these equations, we can calculate dp/dλl and dp/dλl for ground state ana-
lytically. For thermal states, we just need to calculate an additional derivative of tanh( β)
in Gt and can obtain the results similarly.
When the observables are σ ixσ
j
x and σ iyσ
j
y, their mean values can be obtained from Eq.
(.a) and (.b) in Ref. []. And following similar procedures as above, we can derive
analytical expressions for derivatives of the measurement probabilities.
Appendix 7: Robustness of more quantum simulationmodels
In this section we report the behavior of the FIM for some quantum simulation models
that were not included in the main text for conciseness.
7.1 2D transverse ﬁeld Ising model
In the main text we demonstrate how symmetry analysis of the D-TFIM with open
boundary conditions and net magnetization as the observable enables one to determine
the rank of FIM for this model, and show that it is sloppy. For more details on the sym-
metry analysis for this model, see Appendix . Here in Figure , we explicitly present the
eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the FIM for a ×  square lattice version of this model. It
is evident from Figure (b) that the FIM eigenvalues agree with the rank bound (rank ≤ )
derived from symmetry. Furthermore, Figures (c) and (d) show that the forms of the in-
ﬂuential CPDs respect the symmetry of the model.
7.2 1D random Ising model
To examine a model with disorder, consider the D transverse ﬁeld Ising model with ran-




Bi σ iz +
∑
i
Ji σ ixσ i+x , ()
with periodic boundary conditions (σ n+x ≡ σ x ), and Bi = B + δBi, Ji = J + δJi, where δBi
and δJi are independent zero-meanGaussian random variables with standard deviation σ .
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Figure 8 Eigenvalues of the FIM for the AQSmodel {H2,Sz}, evaluated for a 3× 3 lattice of spins for
thermal states with β = 10, 1. (a) shows the symmetry of the model, reproduced from Figure 4 in the main
text. Lattice sites and couplings that lie in the same orbit (under the reﬂections and rotations that leave the
quantum simulation model unchanged) are identically colored. (b) shows eigenvalues of the FIM, with the
ﬁve eigenvalues of largest magnitude shown in color. (c), (d) show the forms of the inﬂuential CPDs for
β = 10, 1, respectively.
As for the observable of interest, consider the net magnetization Sz again. This quantum
simulation model has no symmetries due to the random parameters and so the FIM rank
bounds based on symmetry are not informative. The number of measurement outcomes
for this observable is M = n + , and therefore the rank of the FIM is at most n. In Fig-
ure (a) we show the eigenvalues of the FIM for a -spin example of this quantum simu-
lation model, with J = , disorder variance σ = . and β = . This ﬁgure shows the FIM
eigenvalues for one representative sample of δBi and δJi. As evident from this ﬁgure, while
the dominant eigenvalue is roughly two orders of magnitude above all others, this model
cannot be considered sloppy except for small or large values of B. In Figure (b) we also
show the form of the ﬁrst inﬂuential CPD (we do not label the points on this plot since we
only wish to illustrate the complexity of the behavior of this quantity for this model).
7.3 J1-J2 antiferromagnetic Heisenberg model
Now we turn to a quantum simulation model based on a Hamiltonian that contains
non-nearest-neighbor interactions and geometric frustration. The J-J antiferromagnetic





Jijσ i · σ j +
∑
〈〈i,j〉〉
Kijσ i · σ j, ()
where the ﬁrst sum is over nearest-neighbor spins and the second is over next-nearest-
neighbor spins. We are interested in the uniform nominal operating point for this model
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Figure 9 The AQSmodel {HR1,Sz}, for n = 10 spins and β = 10. (a) Eigenvalues of the FIM. A bound
derived from considering the number of measurement outcomes tells us that the rank of the FIM is at most
10, and therefore we show the ten largest eigenvalues in color and the others (numerical artifacts) in gray.
(b) The form of the ﬁrst inﬂuential CPD.
Figure 10 A single plaquette deﬁning interactions between spins for a J1-J2
Heisenberg model.
where Jij = J andKij = K with J,K > .e Figure  shows a single plaquette in the square
lattice in the nominal model.
Themagnetic order in this system is complexwith diﬀerent phases ofmagnetic ordering
being driven by competition between the two diﬀerent kinds of interactions. Themagnetic
order parameter is diﬀerent in diﬀerent K/J regimes. For small values of this ratio (∼ )
the magnetization is Néel ordered (the model resembles a conventional Heisenberg an-
tiferromagnet on a square lattice in this regime), and as this ratio approached unity one
has so-called “striped magnetization” []. Our observables of interest is the staggered






(–)j–iσ i · σ j, ()
where n is the total number of spins in the system.
The quantum simulation model {H,Ms} with open boundary conditions on the lattice
has several symmetries despite the complicated form of the observable of interest. For
square lattices, this model has rotational symmetry about the center of the lattice and re-
ﬂection symmetry about four reﬂection lines. In Figure (a) we explicitly show the sym-
metries in this model for a × square lattice. Note that since n is odd, all these symmetry
transformations take odd (even) labeled spins to odd (even) labelled spins, and hence leave
the observable of interest invariant. From this symmetry analysis, we obtain a rank bound
on the FIM of rank(F) ≤ . Figure (b) shows the eigenvalues of the FIM for this  × 
example for β =  and β = , and it is clear that the rank bound is respected. Finally,
Figure (c) shows the primary inﬂuential CPD for this model when β = . The ﬁrst four
eigenvectors of the FIM all deﬁne inﬂuential CPDs since the ﬁrst four eigenvalues are non-
negligible. We only plot the primary inﬂuential CPD here for simplicity, but all the others
have the same symmetry properties.
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Figure 11 Eigenvalues of the FIM for the AQSmodel {H5,Ms}, evaluated for a 3× 3 lattice of spins for
thermal states with β = 1, 10. (a) shows the symmetry of the model. Couplings that lie in the same orbit
(under the reﬂections and rotations that leave the quantum simulation model unchanged) are identically
colored. (b) shows eigenvalues of the FIM, with the ﬁve eigenvalues of largest magnitude shown in color.
(c) shows the form of the inﬂuential CPD for β = 10.
Appendix 8: Examples of model symmetries and representations
Here we explicitly construct representations of symmetry groups for two quantum simu-
lationmodels analyzed in themain text. These representations acting on theHilbert space
of the model can be constructed from elementary SWAP operations.
First consider the D transverse-ﬁeld Ising model (D-TFIM) with periodic boundary
conditions {Hper ,Sz} as discussed in the main text.
This model is translationally invariant and therefore its symmetry groupG is deﬁned as
G =
{




U =Un–,n · · ·UU,
and Ujk is the SWAP operation between two nodes j and k, i.e.,
Ujk = σ jxσ kx + σ jyσ ky + σ jzσ kz + I/.





σ kw, ifm = j;
σ
j
w, ifm = k;
σmw , otherwise,
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where w = x, y, or z. Form < n, we have






w , ifm = j and n = k, orm = j and n = k;
σ kwσ
n
w , ifm = j and n = k;
σmw σ
k
w, ifm = j and n = k;
σ
j
wσ nw , ifm = k;
σmw σ
k
w, if n = j.
Therefore, we can obtain
Uσ wU† = σ nw , Uσ wU† = σ w, . . . , Uσ nwU† = σ n–w ,
and
Uσ wσ wU† = σ nwσ w, Uσ wσ wU† = σ wσ w, . . . , Uσ nwσ wU† = σ n–w σ nw .




)† = σ j–gw , Ugσ jwσ j+w
(
Ug
)† = σ j–gw σ j–g+w , ()
where j – g is understood to be computed with modulo n. Then, since the ideal Hamil-
tonian for the model has identical nominal parameters (Bi = B, Ji = J), we have that
UgH(Ug)† =H ; and furthermore, UgO(Ug)† =O. From Eq. () and the discussion in Ap-









, j,k = , . . . ,n.













–[a b]⊗ ( · T).
From this form it is evident that rankF = , and the two nonzero eigenvectors are
[μ · · · μ η · · · η]T
and
[–η · · · – η μ · · · μ]T .
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Next consider a D-TFIM on a square lattice with open boundary conditions. A more


























where (j, j) denotes the Cartesian coordinate for a node, e.g.,
The quantum simulation model we consider is {H,Sz}, and thus the observable has
complete translational symmetry. For the nominal values of the parameters for this quan-
tum simulation model, we only require those that are symmetric with respect to x- or




















In this case the quantum simulation model has reﬂection symmetry about the x- and y-



































x + σ (j,j)y σ (k,k)y + σ (j,j)z σ (k,k)z + I/.
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(k,k)w , ifm = j,m = j;
σ
(j,j)
w , ifm = k,m = k;
σ
(m,m)w , otherwise,
where w = x, y, or z. Note that Ux ﬂips σ (m,m)w with respect to x-axis, and Uy ﬂips with
respect to y-axis. The operator UR is the product of three rotations from quadrant I to II,
II to III, and III to IV, and then it rotates σ (m,m)w by ◦ clockwise. Hence Ux, Uy, and UR
























































We know that all the nodes and couplings that aremirror images of each otherwith respect
to the horizontal or vertical axes, or images of ◦, ◦, or ◦ rotations, have identical
rows in the FIM.
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Endnotes
a This decomposition of an observable into a set of operators that represent measurement outcomes (or more
formally, POVM elements [30]), is not unique. However, there will be an experimentally relevant decomposition
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dictated by the experimental apparatus used to probe the AQS. Our results are not dependent on the particular
decomposition chosen and for concreteness we work with the decomposition given here.
b Explicit unitary representations of symmetry groups for several quantum simulation models are presented in
Appendix 8.
c This is the reason we present results for the system at zero temperature for this example (instead of β = 10 which is
our low temperature case in the other examples).
d We assume there is some natural notion of scaling of a model that maintains its symmetries - e.g., increasing the
number of spins in a spin lattice model while maintaining the coupling conﬁgurations.
e Conventionally the parameters in this model are J1 (instead of J0) and J2 (instead of K0), and hence the name for the
model. However, to simplify notation, we use the above parameter names.
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